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in memoriam
FIRST OBY LOSS IN 42
This fall Kenyon welcomed several

new

Many persons and many institutions
make up our college.
As the years
pass and our time here occupies a larger and larger portion of our lives,
some Kenyon institutions
begin to acquire a personality,
and some Kenyon
persons take on the quality of an institution.
It is always with a degree of
shock that we, in our more analytic moods, realize that such structures
as
Old Kenyon and the Chapel actually possess none of the warm humanity
which our imagination
lends them in more poetic hours.
It is with shock
also, and with sadness, that we are forced by the reality of death to acknowledge
that humanity
with all its transience is always present in mankind, even in
those men and women who seemed to have gained the consent of natural law
to go on, like a good institution,
forever, giving us in their own way happiness and help. We all felt such a shock last week when a woman we had
taken for an institution died.
Lil Tufford had seemed to us all to be as permanent as Peirce Hall.
It
was as much a matter of course as the colored leaves that every fall she would
ask hopeful
freshmen
for their draft cards, much to their frustration
and
chagrin.
But as the months passed the memory of that first incident was
forgotten, one of the better parts of a good social evening would be the wit
and conversation
with Lil as she took the orders.
Gradually we learned much
about her that was uncommon.
She had a taste for good solid reading.
She
was the choir directress
at her church.
She could make first- rate hors
d'oeuvres.
And, as was clear last spring, she could sing a college comic
song with the best of them in the Hill Theater.
But most important
of her
uncommon
qualities
was that of actually
liking and understanding
those
strange creatures, under-graduates.
Lil, like a traditional-sanctioned
institution,
became a part of college life.
Now we know that she was not as permanent as an institution,
or at least
not in the same manner as those parts of one made of rock and wood.
But
we realize too that she has another type of permanence
which we may not
have thought much of before.
Legends about her will be told often when the
spirit of amiability brings us together in a good bull session.
One cannot
help feeling that such would be a very pleasing sort of permanence
to Lil.
She has become part of Kenyon tradition, which she liked and respected, and
that is no small thing.
Her

friends

will miss her.

God rest her soul.

Gala Latin Festival: Trees Tag,ged
As the more observant Kenyon stucents have already noticed, some thirtynine trees on the Hill have been carefully and bilingually
identified by little
black-and-white
labels.
The tags were
donated to the college by Me. Edson
Forker,
a member
of the Board
of
Trustees, and they were put up by Mrs.
Robert B. Brown, Mr. Charles Carpenter, and Mr. William
E. Frenaye.
The idea of the labels was conceived
by Mr. Forker about a year ago, but
the late Dr. Ashford
had planned
to

assist in the project.
Both he and Mr.
Forker felt that they would be a nice
addition to the Kenyon campus.
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Mr. Gehringer's
personal interest in
philosophy
is "to teach and think at
the same time."
He finds his own
thought
"deeply rooted" in the historical tradition, but not confined to it. He
finds Kant a "companionable"
philosopher, and believes in teaching the history of philosophy
with complete sympathy for each· position
in it "not
as a comedy of errors, but as a tragedy
of limitations."
Mr.
Gahringer
finds philosophical
problems ..originating
in every form of
knowledge
at the point where a 'constitutional'
inadequacy is revealed. These
are problems to which a man must attend if his claim to know is not to be
comprised;
yet they are problems
for
which no ordinary manner of thought is
adequate.
Thinking
philosophically
is
simply the condition
of intellectual
resonsibility
generally,"
Philosophical
truth is thus "not a supplement
or alternative to other truths, but the condition by which particular truths are possible."
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Mr. Gehringer sincerely believes that
Kenyon, like Williams,
is a more appropriate
situation
for
the
teaching of
Although some of the trees tagged are
indigenous
to this locality,
many are philosophy than the large quality schools
unusual trees, planted here about thirty like Harvard or the state universities. He
years ago. Identifications
were made by has observed that the little ivy league
ivy league" student
the forestry department of the Ohio Ex- and the "corn-belt
(Continued on page three)
perimental Station at Wooster.

The work is not yet complete, and it
is hoped that more trees will be identified and tagged in the near future.
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Speaking before a filled assembly day
community.
audience Dean Bailey recently repeated
the fire regulations
of Kenyon College
And it was a shame too for the
and told of new advances being made evening proved to be a stimulating
one
to prevent and combat fire. The Dean's
in its own realm.
The main speaker for
grim warnings and stern advice were the evening was Prof. Richard P. Longmore than words in light of the peculiar
aker who spoke on "President
Eisenaffinity of Kenyon for fire. The Dean hower's illness: the Problem of Presibriefly skipped over the histories of the dential
Disability."
Dr. Longaker
fire struck library, Rosse Halle, but dealt pointed out that since Ike is apparently
for a moment on the tragedy of the Old on the road to recovery we have again
Kenyon fire of 1949.
Despite
some avoided
the Constitutional
issue
infeeling that necessary preventive
steps valved.
These
are:
1) When
does
have been taken, the Dean assured the the Vice-president
step in? and 2) what
student body that money otherwise tag. constitutes
Presidential
disability?
His
ged for libraries,
dorms, etc has been tory gives us few guides;
the only
spent on fire prevention.
This includes 'two previous "disabilities"
being those
the purchase of masks, the checking' of .of Garfield
who
died
and Wilson
Hanna Hall wiring, the enlargement
of who did not.
In the former
case
the emergency phone and siren system, Arthur
became President
after having
the gift of a new fire truck made by stayed away, and in the latter case ViceCarl Ganter, the encasing of Hanna Halls president Marshall mumbled words about
stairs, as well as various other measures.
five-cent cigars and Mrs. Wilson
ran
Emphasizing
the safety of fire-proofed
the country,
In the present crisis the
Lewis, Norton,
and Old Kenyon the government
ran as smoothly as it has
Dean went on to warn against flash been doing due mainly to Eisenhower's
fires, trash fires, electrical
overload in delegation of his powers.
Nixon kept
these buildings.
The danger of fire in on doing what he has always done;
thirty-two
year Leonard
Han and in Sherman
Adams became, in fact, the
Seven-minute,
fifty-year old Hanna Hall President.
need not be repeated in these pages;
To solve the ambiguity Dr. Longaker
they are empirically obvious.
suggested that the Supreme Court upon
The Dean emphasized
the need for petetion
of 2/3s
of both houses of
care and cooperation especially as regards Congress should advise the Vice-presielectrical
appliances
(which
are for- dent with whom the final choice resides.
bidden)
and as regards sloppy smoking.
No word has been received concernThe phone number for emergencies
ing this Longaker
admendmenr
from
is 2961.
Senate majority leader Johnson.

Edgar's First Party on The Hill

Jl

The first few minutes of play
were slow and tense. Both opponents grouped anxiously for each
other's weaknesses, hoping for that
small flaw that would rent the dam
and admit the rushing tide. Backfield was evenly matched with backfield, and the impatient
lines
champed at the bit, nervously awaiting the chance to charge across the
quarterfield mark and score. Time
and time again the ball came upfield and then raced back downfield
again, as the defenses tightened still
further, admitting nothing.
The
team of Kemp Fuller, at right full,
Reggie Doherty at left, and Don
Peppers, Dave Adams and John
Wilkin, the halfback trio, smothered every attempt at penetration
that Oberlin mustered.
The seesaw battle continued until the scorekeeper's shot echoed the end of the
quarter.
Second period action resumed in
much the same manner as before,
with each squad realizing that they
were facing a tougher opponent than
anticipated. This seemed to bother
Oberlin most, then and throughout
the game. Oberlin's cocky, "Let's
beat these guys and get home" attitude, which was very prominent
in the pre-game warmup, now
showed itself as only traces of a
ferverent hope, as they realized and
feared Kenyon's frenzied strength.
The clock ticked off seven agonizing
minutes before that flaw appeared.
In a hectic goal-mouth scramble at
the South end of the field Bob Van
Dyke shot a quick pass to his Dutch
compatriot Charlie "Brown" Opdyke. Charlie Brown, with the
same finesse he exhibited so frequently in the past, booted the ball
in past the bewildered Oberlin
Goalie.
Kenyon had struck, and had struck
hard. The mighty Oberlin machine had
been scored
against,
and it faltered
noticible.
Action picked up as Oberlin
began a do or die effort to save every(Comil1l1ed on page three)
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My First Love Affair

Dear Editor:

Kenyon
-

EDITOR
FEATURE EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
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BUSINESS MANAGER
ADVERTISING MANAGER
CIRCULATION MANAGER
ASST. CIRCULATION MGR.

·I
.

Collegian

] have read your first two rather dull,
turgid, and self-conscious issues and I
have noticed lack of mention of certain
items, They are small, it is true, but
don't you think they represent the attitude of the Administration toward the
student body, an attitude which you
claim to have attacked.

Since 1856 -

Henry Steck
Dean Burgess
Bob Mosher
Sam Horowitz, Dick Meyerhardt
]
B h
~a'iy~~a~rt~
Jon Kastner
J. Thomas Rouland
Walter L; Edelman
George S. Cawthorne
]. Thomas Russel

THE SPOKESMAN

1

Well, ] buys some new khakies an' a new pen an' goes back t' high schoo
inna Fall. Right off the bat] gotta see them guys I forgot about all summer
th' wheels - walkin' their girls inna th' hall before school. They got 'em by th'
neck an' drags 'em along th' walls like they was guardin' 'em from guys like me.
Why do th' goofiest lookin' guys get th' bes' lookin' wimmin?
Anyways, when I walks inta my firs' Spanish classa th' year, this new teacher
that I never had before gives me a look like she was ready t' throw up 'cause ']
walks in. I sits down an' she starts goin' aroun' t' room tellin .al l t' girls how
nice they are, an' how han'some th' boys look. When she comes up t' me she
says, "I've heard about you! I will not tolerate any nonsense in my class, do you
understand, young man? Now you mind!" I ain't got no comeback 'cause i
ain't no use.
I settles down an' looks aroun' t' see whose inna class. "Right nex' t' me
there's lucretia Longo. She's gotta beautiful built, nice an' round, an' a sexy
face wid a smile like on Mother Mary in St. Vincent's window.
I don't say
nothin' to 'er, but] goes crazy inside for 'bout four weeks. It gets so I hollers
out in class so she'll look at me even though] never zooked a teacher in my life,
I never gets nowhere in class, but I goes home every damn night an' thinks about
er an figure out all th' good things t' say and how] should do. I started
wntin' .. 'em down so's] wouldn't ferget, like this:
,
"What t' hell's th' matter with ya, ya goofll ! Yer better'» mosta 'them guy
in there! What f' hell - just walk in an' give 'er tb' baby smile like rna likes an'
ask 'er if her brother hit th' pool las' week. Act nonchalant an' talk slow
make out like ya ain't hardly int'rested - Get t' Guts
Slob!.'.'.'

1) The food in commons: if ye olde
Deane is so upset about so many people
wanting to eat off campus (thereby
easing the crowd it seems) why doesn't
he investigate the cause, namely the food,
the lack of cups, the grease,the cold
portions, etc. Also who insists on taking magazines hom the Commons and
why aren't the pool tables. recovered?

I

2) It is all very nice that we finally
have a good doctor in the infirmary. But
I was wondering why an attendent is
needed there in the evening.
] was
~I wondering this because you sure can't

On Student Council and Education
Recent experience with the non-appearing Reveilles and last year's uncertainity
on the part of the Collegian editors as to the confidence of the student body,
point up a defect in the student government system at Kenyon. In short, there
is no publications board. The closest we come to such a board is a small student
council committee whose job it is to keep in touch with the various publications.
But on its own admission this committee is unable to fulfill the functions which
normally fall upon a publications board, And, since the issue was first mentioned
in these pages last year, the Student Council has not acted toward creating such
a publications board. To an extent this has been the fault of the editors of the
various publications, but whatever the reasons we now submit a resolution we
hope the Student Council will consider:
Whereas: the management of student publications falls under the
jurisdiction of the Student Council; and
Whereas: the Student Council acting as a body or through committee
has not found itself clearly able to aid or advise the campus publications;
and
Whereas: the editors of the various publications have also found the
present system inadequate;
Therefore Be It Resolved: that this Student Council act toward a
creation of a Publications Board which would consist of representatives
from the faculty, the administration, the student council, and from the
publications themselves; and
Be It Further Resolved: that this Publications Board act as adviser
to the publications; that this Board supervise the publications, yet
without limiting editorial freedom; that this Board supervise the elections
of new editors with a view to maintaining editorial continuity; and
Be It Further Resolved: that the Student Council retain the right
to overrule the Publications Board whenever it feels that the interests of
the Student Assembly have been injured.
We admit that our resolution writing style is rather weak and that perhaps our
ideas are lacking in spots. The problem is much more complex than our
resolution would indicate, but the function of a resolution is only to lay down
a few broad principles to be implemented by further action.
The main problem facing all the editors, especially, we imagine, those of
Reveille, is a disgraceful lack of interest and participation on the part of the
student body in working on publications.
If one person must take all the
pictures, if one person must do all the art work, if two or three must do all
the writing (as was the case last year) the student body has no right to expect
a publication of Reveille'! size to corne out on time, If there is little creative
writing Hilea too will not fully meet the varied tastes and interests of the student
bony. If no student cares to express his opinion, then the Collegian cannot rightly
call itself a journal of student opinion.
Publications at Kenyon, by the very
nature of the system, can only exist if there is active participation not only by a
few editors and a few loyal, but overworked staff members, but also of the whole
student body.

ON CHAPEL
Elsewhere on the~e pages is an article which briefly examines the "New
Chapel Problem." It has been traditional for the Collegian to expose, at least once
a year, the sheer hypocrisy not of the principle of compulsory chapel, but of the
practice. This year, it seems, we cannot do this, for the fight is to maintain
the status quo.
Not too many years ago Dr. Chalmers spoke to entering frsehmen saying
that in the class room we learn by investigation and by doubt, that the basic
attitude of the classroom is to search for answers by rejecting what we have
previously learned and skeptically, at first, accepting what is newly presented us.
But, he went on, if we learn to doubt, we must also learn to believe, and if we
learn to doubt as individuals we must learn to believe as a community: ergo,
compulsory chapel. Just, the rationale seemed to say - just as we must go to
class, just as we must take diversification courses, just as we must go to assembly,
we must also go to chapel. This year, or so it appears, this "educational" approch
to compulsory chapel has been pushed into the background. This may be are·
action to the large, almost pilgrimish, religious wanderings of ardent Kenyonites
who, in their search for Truth, have turned in chapels from such distinct spots
as Painesville, Delaware, Columbus, Granville, Mount Vernon, etc. ]n these
wanderings, the administration seems to feel, the communal aspect has been
neglected in favor of the educational, that the principle of chapel has been for·
gotten in the search not for Truth, but for eight chapel credits. Elsewhere on
these pages the Dean is quoted as saying that we must worship together as we
cheer tog~ther. While we wonder if one can really equate cheering, even studying,
together with worship, the quote does indicate a change of attitude.
Actually, according to the Administration, there is no change of rule, just a
tightening of it. And you knew about that rule too, by golly, when you came
here. The rule was eased a number of years ago to allow chapel credits from
the boys' home towns, and gradually credits were admitted from anywhere, though
there was still a nominal examination of church programs.
Gradually this
liberality, or so it is felt, was abused: ergo the rule was re-tightened this year.
Yet it must be emphasized that this has not been done officially. Nobody is
required to attend the Church of the Holy Spirit. Members of the Catholic and
Jewish faith may seek their own places of worship. Boys can still turn in credits
from their home towns. And those who feel that the "the act of worship is more
important than the communal aspect of worship" may go where they want.
(Continued in column three)

get attended to there anymore, not even,
an aspirin,
3) It is all very nice that the boys
in Old Kenyon without bookcases are
getting them. And it is alright that
they took bookcases from the rooms
which have two, but are those going
to be replac~d? And why did whoever
took them Just dump books and stuff
all over the place?
] can't think of anything else off
hand except the lousy new policy about
chapel, and except, of course, the lousy
parietal rules.
Irate Student

1955

ya

I had th' butterflies in my stomach all th' time now - like if they had a
lease down there, ] figured I can't go on like this 'cause I'm gettin' to hate my
guts. I goes t' school one momin' swearin' I'm gonna talk to 'er or chop my
head off.
Well, Spanish ain't till fourth period an' so firs' period] walks inta English
class where Mr. laBombarda is readin' a "hot" book (one of th' kid's pop draw
an' writes 'em) wid all th' guys crowded aroun' him laughin' an' th' girls al
sittin' quiet in their seats tryin' t' act like they didn't know what's comin off
Mr. LaBombarda really likes them books (seems like all them teachers that get
awful smart get sorta screwy after a while.) but I dunno, he looks sorta stupid
readin' 'em, an then tellin' us about the "sublimity of classical erudition."
Nex' period I gotta dance in gym class 'cause it's rain in' outside. Th' girl
line up on one side an' us guys on the other, like we was gonna fight a wa
Jf/ e were over-joyed to get your leJter; and do th' damn Grand March,
] gets th' fattest, dopiest, silliest broad inna
it u'aJ our firJt oj the year. While we world. I almas' get killed with this hippopotamus an', besides, I'm thinkin' 0
agree with some of your pointJ, we won- 'creta all th' time! I goes t' study hall where I almos' gotta draw up a con
der if s1tch small items can be taken to tract t' go to th' bathroom. All th' guys are swearin' an' smokin' an' scorchin
represent an AdminiJtralion policy of away in there but I goes an' sits down an' takes out my note t' myself an'
indifference thiJ early in the year. We practices what I gotta say. I'm almos' havin' delirium tremors by now.
agree, however, whole-heartedly with
Things don't go too bad. After she tells me how her brother loses his pant
your comments on the food in Commons.
on th' pool an' hadda go back to th' mattress factory, I tells her if she wantsa
It dOe! seem that thOle to whom Comgo to th' show t' nite. She acts like she was decidin' whether t' declare war on
mons concession has been gra11Jedha:ve
Russia or somethin' but comes up widda yes.
abuJed the right somewhat by doggedly
I gees home an' don't do no home work an' don't eat no macaronis 'cause
ignoring the increasing complaints of
students. That there iJ extreme diJ- don't want no garlic smell on me. My brothers razz th' hell outa me 'cause
satiJfaction is hard to deny, yet we I'm dressin' up an' my rna says it's th' firs' time I was ever clean all up an' down
I walks way th' heU up t' her house an' goes through the ordeal of meetin
wonder abo why it has been ignored.
We wonder- if it is up to the Adminis· her people an' then we takes off inna bus for down-town. She sits like a rock
tration to enlarge the facilities, or if it inna bus an' don't say beans. ] dunno what t' do with my miserable body an' ]
J fakes a cough 'bout eighty times. We goes inna show
is up to those who take the money for can't stand up straight.
an' who t' hell's sittin' in fronta us - there's Mr. LaBombarda an' th' Spanish
the food.
teacher only she ain't crabby now atall. She's gigglin' like a goof an Mr,
We also think that there is, perhaps,
LaBombarda is making out like mad - till they see me in back, then they watche
some degree of llalidity to your second
th'picture like they don'no each other. Th' corn·balls of all times the
major complaint, The various fields of
though, an' I starts catchin' on that she ain't th' smartest broad inna country
medicine and attending, howel'er, are
Bowery Boys - are on an' I'm sufferin through it. 'Cretia's laughin' like hell
more than slightly out of our range.
She eats about sixty-five cents worth of candy an' don't say nothin' ta me excep
Perhaps, you Jhould ask Doctor PreJCoJt
that she wants ta know if ] ate macaroni t'night 'cause she smelt garlic.
if some arrangement can't be worked out.
After th' show we decides t' walk home an' ] buys us both an ice cream.
We have been told that the JChool is figures now ],lJ get to know 'er. All she does is suck on that damn cone an' tell me
ordering new book-caleS so that there about th' god-damn dance nex' week an' all her dates for th' las' two years an
will be one for every man. We tend to who t' hell Joe Blow is goin' steady with an' why t' hell don't] join no club
agree with your irritation at the some- in school an' aU that kinda slop, I don't hardly say nothin' back, ] felt like
what high-handed way the removal was was a guy that just come outta th' swamps.
done, But leems that there was a certain
We gets t' her house an' stops inna hallway. Th' guys all tel' me] gotta grab
amou11Iof feeling among the "Book-case
a kiss 'bout now but] don no how t' hell t' ask, We gets gain' talkin' 'bout th
Removal Squad" that if prior notifi·
Halloween Dance an' I'm all set ta grab 'er an' ask 'er to it an' kiss 'er like
cation were given the book-cases would
Clark Gable. She tells me, "Can ya do me a big, big tremendous favor?" "Yeah
have been hidden,
yeah 1" I tells her an' really gets set t' go. "Joe Puleo's yer bes' friend," she
We have dealt with chapel elsewhere says, "an' I been dyin' for him t' ask me to th' dance an' he don't seem, .....
'
in this iSJue, and we hope to diJCuSJ the
Can ya imagine that no good.
. I felt like a carrier pigeon an, I didn'
parietal rules at a later date.-Editor.
know whether t' cry or break her head. I tol' her O.K. an' ran home like a mad
man an' didn't say no prayers or nothin' I couldn't sleep for beans though, til
I got up an' said a parta th' rosary an' thought a little 'bout th' whole deaL
feels lots better after a while 'couse I gets to figure that, hell, there's gotta be
a
few good guys, an' girls too, still around - guys like me an' you!
Dean Bailey in on a one· man cam·
-Gene Nassar
paign to encourage the spirit of unity

I

DEAN STRESSES COMMUNITY

within the college. He feels that doing
things together is an important part of
a liberal education.
Upper c1assmen
will remember that last year WKCO was
encouraged not to broadcast any home
games. The Dean felt that greater attendance could be gotten at the home
,games if the events were not broadcast.
This year, however, the Dean has made
a compromise with the WKCO staff
'allowing them to put a limited number
,of Benson Bowl games on the air.
Where he has partially withdrawn
his forces from one line of scrimmage,
the Dean has thrust out around end
with a new play.
Echoing Dr. Chalmer's remark of a
recent student assembly, Dean Bailey is
encouraging all Protestants to attend
the Sunday morning service in the
Church of the Holy Spirit. In the Sept.
2 issue of the Collegian it was explained
that he thought this was necessary to
(Continued on page four)

(Comin1ted from column one)
What the new attitude says is this: members of various Protestant sects are
strongly urged to attend service on campus with the rest of the college; stray and
hasty chapel credits from far off places will be discouraged to the point of
being rejected,
If the tighteniog of the rule is administrative and "communal" rather than
doctrinal; if the object is to bring the college community together in general war
ship, then the present set-up creates a difficulty caused by the fact that Sunday
morning services at the Church of the Holy Spirit are not only for the college
but also for the Harcourt Parish. They must, then, be less general than we
would want.
The alternative seems to be a college service on Sunday afternoons or evenings.
Suggested by various persons in the past, this proposal, which we now endorse
becomes much more attractive in light of the new administration attitude, ~hich
we admit, is also a sensible one. Such a general service would consist of a few
prayers common to most Protestant Sects, a few hymn_s, and, of course, a good
rousing sermon. Such a service if not totally acceptable to all would, we feel
not be totally objectionable. Such a college service, a common practice at many
schools, would still allow the sincerely devout to travel where they wished
would allow those who are indifferent to attend a general service not to thei
total dislike; and would allow those who must wander on week-ends to engage
nevertheless, in communal worship with their fellow students. And this is wha
compulsory chapel is now for.
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PLOTINUS:

KENYON

TWO ETERNITIES?

PAG'E THREE'

Bob Stewart

(Continued from page one)

It has often seemed to m(1I1Ystudents of philosophy that not quite enough
has been paid the Roman philosopher of the 3rd century, Plotinss.
plotinus' system, perhaps the most mystical ever set down, "proceeds from the
idea of God and concludes with the demand for union with God." While God
is beyond any prediction we do know, according to Ploti nus, that he emanates
his absolute goodness, this overflow, or radiation, as it moves away from God
becomes Soul, Intellect, and the Universe as we know it. At the end is Malter,
so' icb if Evil.
But Plorinns' concept of matter in relation to the One raises
man)' interesting and subtle points.
A discussion
of this distinction is tbe
subtle points. A discussion of this distinction is the subject of our essay ibis week.

attention

Does Plotinus succeed in making effable the ineffable? Is it possible to
speak intelligible about a mystical experience? The thinking process makes use
of concepts, symbolic abstractions. These, when applied to actual objects define
and distinguish them from other objects in existence. But the One experienced
by Plotinus is unlimited and therefore inconceivable. It is also non-existent,
"standing outside" and "prior" to existence. The closest thing to the One is
limited. It is an intellect, a divine intellect limited to the operation or essence
of intellect which is "a kind of awareness of its possibilities and powers."
"Beyond" it is the unlimited One. "Beneath" it is the realm of the world soul
of which our soul is a part. The world soul emanates, is the overflow, from the
divine intellect which in turn is the overflow of the One. We can conceive
of the divine intellect and the world soul. They have properties qualitative and
relational. As Plotinus describes them they might be diagramed thus:
Divine Intellect in
World of reality
(or real existances}
World Soul in
phenominal universe

approaches philosophy more "disinterestedly" than the state university student,
who wants philosophy to "payoff," and
more responsibly than the Harvard student, whose thinking, often lacking a
foundation in a practical concern, is
easily motivated by the entertaining aspects of ideas ad arguments. "Philosophy
goes well at Kenyon and Williams because the student is concerned with a
world by which he is neither overcome
nor merely entertained."
Mr. Gahringer is now living in Peirce
Hall ~ room 302. Visitors are somewhat shocked to see a large pictureframe blutly displayed from a bare
wall ~ unfortunately without a picture.
Upon the usual visitor's comment, Mr.
Gahringer will casually remark, ''I'm
tired of pseudo-abstractions; this is a
real one, for a change." (Actually, he
has not been able to find a picture of
the right dimensions.)
SOCCER
(Continued from page one)

This pattern resembles Plato's cosmology as far as we can see.
The divine intellect could be the Good which orders the real essences and
is reflected in the phenomenal world by the World Soul or justice or proportioning
factor. What we can see of the picture is evidently agreeable to the Greek idea
of cosmos and order,
There is no top or bottom in this diagram for we do not know where either
realm ends and the One or matter "begin." For the same reason those words are
not placed on the diagram. We are considering two infinites about which
nothing may be finally positively affirmed. Even the word infinite is a negative
term. We may not say the One is at rest or that it is in motion. It is neither.
Again a negative term is used ~ common in Hindu religious writing and even
in Judaism. The Brihadavanyaka Upanishad is translated at the 25th verse of
the fourth Brahmana of the fourth Adhyaya,
This great, unborn Self, undecaying, undying, immortal, fearless, is indeed
Brahman. Fearless is Braham, and he who knows this becomes verily
the fearless Braham.
The second Commandment warns against the limiting of God to be like anything.
Thou shalt not make to thyself any graven image, nor the likeness of
anything that is in the heaven above, or in the earth beneath or in the
water under the earth ...
Religions warn against predicating anything about God or the One.
ness is the first distinction of God.

COLLEGIAN

Unlimited-

We are reminded of Anaximander of the Milesian Cosmologists who speaks of
the Boundless as the first stuff. Any existent thing is only a manifestation of an
actuality from potentianities.
Actualities arise from a first principle but the
Boundless itself has no first principle for that would give it bounds. Anaximander
speaks of it only in the negative. It is "unbegotten" and "indestructible."
These are terms we can grasp to some extent. We have a concept of "not"
and a concept of the thing negated. Still negatives are difficult to grasp intellectually. Physicists laugh at the average man's concept of a vacuum. Plotinus said,
The more the soul proceeds into the formless, the more she becomes unable
to comprehend it, because it is indefinable and lacks the impress of variety.
Hence she wavers and begins to fear that she has laid hold of blank nothing,
and tires at such a height and is glad to descend frequently and to fall back
flam everything till she has reached the phenomenal world.
since matter itself does not remain formless but has been given form
in concrete things, the soul also immediately adds the form of concrete things
to it, being pained by the indeterminate as if afraid of being beyond the pale
of real existence, and not suffering herself to stop long in the realm of
not-being.
A philosopher might ask why speak of things so uncertain. Why not deal with
conceivable things only as the naturalist attempts to do. Why speak of what we
cannot know intelligently. Plotinus replies
The One is ineffable in spoken or written word. We speak and write of it,
however, that we may dispatch our spirits toward it, and rouse them from
the contemplation of mere concepts to the vision of it, pointing out the way,
as it were, to one eager for some sight. Instruction goes as far as showing
the road and the way.
But is the instruction he gives, clear? When he leaves the world of phenomenon
and real existence Plotinus has difficulty in distinguishing verbally between the
One and matter, or the Other. In one "direction" usually referred to as "up"
he attempts to describe the One which if it occupied space we could say is beyond
and above all that is potential and actual in existence. But the One does not
even occupy space.
In the other direction we approach matter of indeterminate character which
perhaps can be called "other" in the plural so that you may not determine it
by using the singular, but by the use of the plural indicate its indeterminate
character.' ,
Plotinus can easily differentiate these from existence by simply negating any
properties qualitative or relational which we may apply to existence. For examples he says of the One:
So it is not a thing, nor quality, nor quantity, nor intellect, nor soul, nor
in motion, nor at rest, nor in space, nor in time, but is the absolute "monoform," or rather formless, prior to all form, prior to motion, prior to rest.
For these things pertain to existence, and it creates them in their
multiplicity.
This description should clearly set it off from things in existence. But when he
discusses matter he says:
The peculiar property of matter is not form, but rather not being qualified
and not having any form.
Something like formlessness and want of color and absence of light and
also lack of extension.
We ought not to attach to its nature any property perceived in sensible
objects.
. there must be something infinite in itself, and formless in itself and
everything else aforesaid which characterized the nature of evil.
t Continued 011 column three)

thing they had placed on the game.
Kenyon was like a mad dog who had
tasted blood, and craved more.
In that frenzied second period the
Lords took several good shots at the
Oberlin cage and failed. Oberlin drove
back and stabbed at our goal from all
directions, but Bill Wallace was in front
of everyone.
Five times in that period
Wallace was on top of the ball on the
ground, in one tremendous save after
another. In one of those unpredictable
goal-mouth tussles, with 30 seconds remaining in the half, Jon Falkenberg got
off a fluke kick which bypassed Wallace
and went in for a score. Oberlin had
scored, but it wasn't the Oberlin of old.
They scored on a disorganized melee,
instead of one of those perfected cross
pass plays of old. They were failing
and they knew it. Their laughter and
cries rang hollow across the field, and
they knew they were through; there was
a tired defeat in their eyes.

BDb Clark
Today man's course seems to lead through somber country. World tensions
bristles bleakly on all sides. Insecurity, resulting from want of clear faith, and
lack of purpose and unity, resulting from fragmentation of knowledge, are ever.
present gullies beside our way. Conservatism bids us consolidate and protect
ourselves while passing through this region, and is heeded, rightly or not, by
many. Even Our remote hill-microcism shows the scuff of the times. Unsureness
beyond the natural dose of youthful wanderlust is increasing. Since the human
spirit is a straight-forward fellow, craving direction, it is depressed and irritated
by circling back upon itself for and undue length of time. Increasingly we feel
the need of a safety-valve to lessen pressures. Much of the bad feeling and conflict which inevitably 'occur throughout the year in Gambier, as in the uncivilized
part of the planet, is the result not so much of loyalty to principles as of sheer
irritability.
The answer to much of this unnecessary grinding in our social
machine is a sincere sense of humor.
A sense of humor is as hard to define as the taste of good Scotch. Like
Scotch a sense of humor has an attracting magnetism. Like Scotch too a sense
of humor creates its own appetite. We cannot get enough of it. It lifts us out
of the drab routine world into the approximate vicinity of the seven sheets ~
that is, I mean, spheres. It is as constructive a thing as an ant and weilds equal
momentum per square inch. Nothing can so easily resolve problems, ease tempers,
or relieve frustrations as a laugh. It is as great an equalizer and democrat as
death and Commons food. It brings down the proud in the imaginations of
their heart by a well-placed thrust particularly unwelcome to sedentary men. But
it is the friend of the insecure. At its best, humor comes from a heart freed
from its own liver, and because this freedom allows it to give friendship and love,
both notorious proprigators, a sense of humor brings these sentiments back
again to its owner.
There is a clear demand for humor in our life on the Hill. Where there
are no girls there had better be plenty of jokes. Stark winter weeks require a
balance of wit. At Kenyon we need a vital sense of humor for another reason
also. Our studies here generally lead us into the higher regions of intellect
and vision. This, like any important work, has its dangers. One of the chief
is that of one-eyed absorption in some bottomless tower. This absorption, this
claim to solving the world's illnesses with one omnipotent pill, is often called
fanaticism; that is, "redoubling our efforts when we have forgotten our aim." Such
is opposed to the liberal education given in our classrooms, but it is a danger
present at one stage in Our type learning. For the first time coming in contact
with a great area of truth, the eager mind wishes to accept this area as the
whole territory. If things go well, however, it soon learns that that there are
other fertile areas equally fruitful, and the student has begun acquiring wisdom's
insight to value relations as well as individual facts. One of the most frequent
midwives at this birth of wisdom is humor. It laughs out of countenance the
student early attempt to scratch the universal itch with psychology alone, history
alone, art alone; or with hi! fraternity, hi! way of dressing, hi! forest of family
origin, or his high school coach. Look at the way that g-ball dresses," he sneers.
And nearby a bit of divinity, perhaps well-disguised as one of his friends, resents
the snobbish partiality and says, "Sure, we're really sharp guys. I hear they want
us coast to coast this year." The squelch has squlched. Or again, someone
throws uut the technical vocabulary uf his major in a supercilious Roman-candle
of egotism, and the answer flashes, "Yeh, I wish we were all ~ majors. I guess
they're pretty much the keenest." he balance has been readjusted, and the world
is in proportion again. In such ways humor goes on crushing the egoist and
building the man.

Excitement ran high on the field and
in the large spectator crowd as the two
teams faced off for the second half.
From deep in Oberlin territory Don
Peppers vaulted a side line kick to
Charlie Brown. Charlie pivoted and
fired to Bill Dyke at the goal mouth and
Bill easily outwitted the Oberlin goalie
for the second tally. Thus with 22
In class the man who can laugh at his own mistakes is the one who can
seconds in the half Kenyon was again
in the lead, and was to stay there for the learn. In campus social life those who can slough off discrimination with a
sincere joke are the ones who, rather than the prescription criers, break the back
remainder of the contest.
of stupid prejudice. In any situation humor, when it comes from the heart as
The remainder of the half saw some
of the most grueling soccer played here well as from the head, is an addition to college life and a creator of big men.
in many years. Oberlin fought repeat(Continued from Column one)
edly to regain title they sensed was lost.
It took supberb playing on the part of What he claims to describe is matter or the essence of evil but the adjectives,
the backfield, and Mike Taddonio, Dave the whole description seem to identify the One. I have a different attitude when
Katz, Nick Umerez, Thatcher Schwartz I read these descriptions. They are intended to show the evil, the "low position"
and At Halverstadt to hold them down. of matter. The One is said to be "formless." Matter is termed "subject to every
Many thought that Don Peppers played affection." This characteristic is of the essence of evil. "Formless' is referred
one of the most magnificent games of to as a "thing" in the paragraph quoted above, But J believe they say the same
soccer at Kenyon that they had seen thing with different emotional shading.
in too many seasons. Before the game
The One is neither "in space, nor in time." Matter has "also lack of exTom Edwards told his boys that if each tension." Aren't these the same meaning as we use the language?
of them played like Peppers, they couldIn trying to show how unqualified matter can be evil he mentions that:
n't lose. From where I sat, it looked
Since then every quality is by nature a predicate, and matter happens to have
like that all played "Peppers" ball. It
no predicates, matter is said to be without quality.
was truly one of the best games of SOccer
In the paragraph quoted in the One, it is said to be neither a thing nor a
at ,Kenyon ever.
quality.
After the game Cliff Stevenson, OberAt one place Plotinus says,
lin coach, conceded," I think that KenFinally how are we to have knowledge of the unextended in matter? and
yon outplayed us all the way. They
how are we to know anything that has no qualities? And what must be
really were a hustling squad, and played
the concept therof, and the starting-point for our reflection? I say, ina beautiful ball game."
determinateness.
Tom Edwards reported, "I'm glad we
Here is the very starting point for our inquiry into the One for it too must
won because of the team: they've been above all not be determined or limited.
looking forward to this since we first
Is it possible that these two infinites, the One and matter are the same?
came out this season. Each one played Assume they are different. They are identical in the respect that any property
his heart out and no-one deserved to Or characteristic used in the negative to distinguish the other. Yet Plorinus feels
win more than they."
unity to be the very "nature" of the One. Existence is possible only by virtue
Dr. Miller said, "This is the climax of this unity. The One must be single, the Only.
of what I've been waiting for for seven
It is the One we are searching for, and the SOurce of all things, the good
long years. Everyone played a great
and the primal.
game, and I'm proud of them."
That then which underlies figures and forms and structures and measures
and bounds, and is adorned with an orderliness foreign to it, having nothing
ERRATUM: The name of one Bruce
good. of itself,
if evil can have an essence
is discovered by our
Kennedy was omitted from the staff
discourse to be the primal and absolute evil.
listings in the last issue. The Collegian If evil is primal and good is primal and both are identical in denying all qualities
sincerely regrets the error, but reminds and yet no differences can be affirmed about them because nothing can be affirmed
Mr. Kennedy that there is no absolute about them, what a quandry we are in. They may be two identical infinites.
truth.
In that case the One is not the "only One." Or they may be the same infinite
as seen in two aspects. This makes the One the source of primal good and primal
evil.
Or perhaps there are two infinites and matter is the inferior infinite, but
FOOTBALL' SCHEDULE
the language used by Plotinus to report man's experience with the One is not
Sat., Oct. 22 - Capital
_ Away' capable of differentiating between two infinites as readily as between infinite and
Sat., Oct. 29 - Hamilton
Home finite or between two finites.
Sat., Nov. 5 - Hiram __... _.__._..,_ Home
(Continued on page fOIIf)
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Hobart, 53-0; agonizing
reappraisal needed
What is the Administration
going to
do about Kenyon's cronic source of ernbarrasement
football?
In the Denison game there were flashes of life,
especially in the second half.
But two
continual
sources of Kenyon failure ~
poor blocking and fumbling - prevented
the Lords from capitalizing
on two fine
scoring
opportunities.
The fact that
Denison
was fought on even terms or
even out-played
during
different stages
of the game, yet won heartily
34-0,
demonstrated
dramatically
Kenyon's
inability to play sustained,
precision football.
Reisler, Lowrey (who played his
best game of the season), both Smiths,
Looker,
Flesser among others showed
moments of decent play, but once again
their competence was lost in a nightmare
of missed blocks, fumbles, mental lapses,
and listless tackling.
The 53-0 shellacking
in the mud at
Hobart
brings the problem
to a head.
Although
Bill Stiles and many of his
players have tried valienrly, it appears
to this reporter
that Kenyon
just is
not capable of playing Ohio-Conference
calibre footbalL
The talent is thin to
begin with; injuries and apathy cut into
each class with progressive
force.
As
a result Stiles is faced with the same
problem yearly ~ a team predominently
made up of inexperienced
freshmen and
sophomoreswith
.but a smattering of juniors and seniors.
The men who play
football at Kenyon for four years are
to be highly commended.
They continually are forced
to face teams with
more experience,
weight,
and talent;
teams that have the enthusiastic
backing
of their student bodies (witness the con-

FROM

CALCUTTA
FROM

trast in student support before the Denison game even began).
What
is the solution?
Drop football?
Recruit talent?
"Take care" of
a hard-core
of arbeletes
scholastically?
It doesn't seem to this reporter that Kenyon will or should submit to any of
these temptations.
Recruiting talent and
showing
scholastic
leniency to athletes
is a hyprocritical
evil Kenyon proudly
has never succumbed to. Dropping
foothall would not only alJinate the alumni
but also complicate _the Administrations
already
knotty problem
of plying
its
share of top-flight
high school seniors
away from our Eastern competitors
Williams,
Amherst,
Trinity,
Princeton,
etc.
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MY NAME IS HEINTZ
I'M A LIBRARIAN
Kenyon's
vocative

170-odd

statement

freshmen

(a

for some).

last week to their eternal

pro-

found

out

joy and amaze-

ment, that a new and fascinating

course

had been added to their curriculum. This
new course, commonly known as Library
101, is given
entirely
through
the
courtesy of the English department.
Unfortunately no credits are given for completion
of Library
101, not even a
commission in your U. S. Air Force.

It was with profound amazement
and
sublime joy that the frosh 'learned
of
this new study, and their enthusiasm
has not waned since. The entire course
of study is neatly written on two mimeographed
sheets,
and
accomodaringly
placed in your hot little hand.
AI1
sorts of foolish but fascinating
exercises
There
are such
interesting
Why not play against teams more of follow.
biographical
our calibre?
The
Mid-Ohio league things to do as writing
sketches about unknown soldiers, finding
would offer a more realistic schedule.
and knowing library and literary terms,
Against teams like Bluffton,
Defiance,
and getting
to use a card catalogue.
Marietta, and Findley a Kenyon football
teamwould
have an opportunity
for at The latter is strictly for the benefit of
least an occasional win.
If the Admin- those Freshmen who have never seen a
Naming
publishers
and
istration
continues
to schedule
such book before.
schools
as Denison,
Wooster,
Mus- libraries are among the other enjoyable
games included.
The whole
kingum, and Hobart morale-sapping
win- guessing
less stretches like the present one will business is, in the words of the average
worthless."
continue.
With
closer games and a erudite freshman "sublimely
reasonable share of victories the demoralThe $64,000 dollar question
is natized student body wil l revive.
Such a urally placed at the bottom of the second
revival will mean more men will go out sheet.
Each student is asked {vtold"
for football, and more spirited ball will would be more accurate) to identify prebe played by those that participate.
Im- cisely and return, remote, obscure, oddproved play is dependent
on better stu- ball quotation.
As a service to the less
dent support, but that support can't be talented fuzzies, the Collegian suggests
expected to strengthen
until the AdminJohn Milflon's "Aeropagitic." Nobody
istration
develops
a schedule
that is scoops the Collegian!
realistically
in line with Kenyon's
size
and scholastic integrity.
S.S,

TO

YEMEN

It's a long

CONNECTICUT
TO

YALE

step ...

but not for the original

These are the men who have added another well-written page
to Kenyon's athletic history. Tom Teruya is missing.

HI
For

those

who

K A
have

been

waiting

impatiently
for the business and makeup staffs of HIKA to take shape, the
following
report will bring relief:
On
Friday evening at 7:00 P,M. there will
be a meeting in room 312, MK, for the
purpose of organizing
the business and
make-up staffs of HIKA.
All who are
interested are- invited to attend.

PLOTINUS,

TWO ETERNITIES

(Continued

from page three)

This latter suggestion
seems to me the most reasonable.
At least I suggest
the language is not adequate to deal with differentiation
between two infinites
for which even concepts can't be formed.
Perhaps if his discussion were spoken
he could keep us aware of the distinctions.
Even in the writing he attempted
to
place the images in relation to each other.
Although
they occupy no space and
are boundless, the One is considered above and matter as below or "substance"
in
respect to the phenomenal
world and the world of reality.
It is hard not to
imagine a boundry line between them.
They do not move,-yet

DEAN STRESSES COMMUNITY
(Continued from page two)
"further
ship:'

the feeling

of communal

wor-

This
has raised
some
controversy
among the student body.
There is a
feeling of distaste that is not confined
to non-Episcopalian
Protestants.
Many
feel that the Administration
policy is a
suppression
of student
freedom.
This
reporter
thought
that
some clarification was needed.
Asked
to elaborte
on the original
declaration
the dean has said that this
is not a change of policy but is merely
a re-emphasis.
He is pressing
for a
united worship action by the Protestant
students
as a whole.
He feels that
worshiping
together
is as much a part
of college life as cheering together.

Outwardly,
most of us could agree
with this.
However,
when one gets to
the heart of the matter, there lies an
evident
difficulty.
Some cannot meet
their worship
needs in the Episcopal
service.
Even if such a person is conAlthough
the One is not in time, it is considered
as prior to everything
and
tributing
toward "communal
worship,"
creates them in their multiplicity.
It has no qualities,
nothing can be predicated
there exists an inward
dissatisfaction.
about it yet it is primal good.
God is the One or the One is God and man
This is a minority group,
I wonder if
seeks to be united with him.
ing for a greater spiritual growth. This
This is the burden of Plotinus' discussion.
He realized the ultimate necessity
cause? Laugh if you will, but there
of the mystic's failure to put into words the unspeakable.
He comes very close
are some Kenyon students who are strivto success and sometimes we can catch glimpses of his own experience but as he ing for ag reater spiritual growth. This
said:
as not abnormal behavior.
The Adminisdeclaration
does not seem to
The greatest of these difficulties
is that our apprehension
of the One tration's
contribute
to spiritual growth for these
does not partake of the nature of either understanding
or abstract thought
as does our knowledge
of other intelligible
objects, but has the character of students,
presentation
higher than understanding.
(The soul) must then pass beyond
At present the only relief lies in two
understanding
and nowhere emerge from her unity.
facts (1) Anyone who has strong
In the end, to know the One the soul must achieve a liberation from the convictions
about the matter may speak
things of earth, a life that takes no joy in them, a flight of the soul isolated
with the Dean about it, (to date many
from all that exists to the isolation of God.
have)
(2) There are only eight chapel
Since the good is not solitary, there must necessarily
result from the
emanation
or, if you prefer, from the degeneration
and departure
from the
good, something
ultimate
and last, beyond and after which nothing
more
can be generated.
Thus ultimate and last thing is evil.

-Jim
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